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Kudumbashree in Urban areas- Vision 2020 

The discussion points of 6 teams- 

1. Restructuring of EST &P 

 Empanelment of agencies should be done only after  

1. Ensuring that  the agency has at least one training centre anywhere 

in the district 

2. Partnership with organisations/ agencies for placement 

3. Own/ rented/ leased spaces for training centres (fully furnished) 

 Vetting of TLM before issuing work order 

 Visibility: The students should have uniform, the training centres should 

have logo, board etc 

 Entitlements: should be given time bound 

 State level IEC should be given 

 Mobilisation through CDS/ remuneration to CDS 

 Technical courses: duration to be increased 

 Soft skills: duration to be increased 

 Tracking & placement: should be entrusted to CDS/ ADS 

 Skill gap analysis- most demanded sectors, state may sign MoU with reputed 

organisations/ dealers etc (mechanics in car dealers/ service centres) 

 Parents meet to be done at the end of the training 

  Alumni meet: one in three/ six months 

2. Grading of NHGs 

 Assign responsibility to CO- monitoring & data collection of NHGs to be 

graded and intends to avail linkage loan 

 Live tracking software development accessible to CMMs 

3. Roles of COs 

 Tracking of RF utilization of ADS 

 Project preparation of SEP (like MECs); training to be given 

 Inclusion of Asraya beneficiaries in EST & P 
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4. Roles of MTPs 

 Beneficiary identification for SEP, EST &P 

 Monitoring of SEP 

5. Completion of shelter constructions 

 Development of shelters to international standards 

 Providing good atmosphere to inmates- recreation, picnics, health assistance 

 Training to shelter management committee 

 Social security pension 

6. SEP in shelters 

 Special NHGs of inmates 

 Skill training to inmates based on their ability and interest- using CSR 

funds;  RSETI, STIs 

 Linking with insurance 

 Marketing- linking with existing channels 

7. Shelter-one/ group to take out of shelter homes 

 Many inmates are hotel workers or are engaged in paratha making etc.  

 RPL training, assistance in SEP, Social entitlements, linking with existing 

Govt. schemes for rehabilitation 

8. RPL/ street vendors 

 Training at the same time in all UL Bs 

 Ensure the quality of trainers, avail feedback of the training 

 Develop common brands; provide uniforms 

 Compulsory food safety license, health cards 

 Geo tagging of all food street vendors 

 Financial literacy campaign 

 Skill upgradation training after 6 months 

 Marketing: integrating them with food fests of Kudumbashree 

 Linking with tourism  

 Conduct of street food mela 
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 Integration of women street vendors into Kudumbashree network 

9. 50 Vending zones 

 Campaign mode- like ID card distribution 

10. Marketing 

 Branded shops in all ULBs with common design & logo 

 Viability study before starting the shop- location 

 Possibility of a consortium managing the shop may be considered; with 

NHG as shareholders; owned and managed by them 

 Café units- 3 types may be considered; based on feasibility and availability 

of space 

1. Mother kitchen & take away 

2. Coffee counters 

3. Budget meal canteens 

4. Linking with Uber eats, Swiggy etc 

5. Linking with tourism 

 Melas: All ULBs have local festivals. Preparation of a mela calendar by all 

ULBs and merging into a single calendar. The café units may be given the 

calendar and motivate them to participate in these melas (based on their 

interest) 

 Weekly market may be preferred in one single location 

11. 4 models in livelihood 

 SVEP model 

1. Development of a pool of trained MECs (for 10 division 1 MEC) 

2. The amount that may be given as CEF per entrepreneur is 

Rs.25,000/-. The CDS & ADS should share 2% interest each from 

the interest charged to the entrepreneurs. 

3. Formation of city level committee – for scrutinizing applications 

 Clustering of MEs (existing units) for scale and volume- branding of 

units, skill up gradation trainings, defining standards to them; monitoring  

 Innovations based on local demand- as per the choice of CMMs 

 Model enterprise development, defining standards and availing 

assistance from external agencies. 
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 Training to CMMs required in the field 

12. Strengthening of ADS 

 Fund flow monitoring 

 Micro Credit plan- consolidation & planning by the ADS 

 Training to ADS- on fund management, enterprise formation, monitoring 

steps etc 

13. Disaster Management Army 

 Ward level  

14. Snehitha 

 Analysis of issues, discussion with welfare standing committee and 

integration with Snehitha 

 

Discussion required on 

1. Utilisation of RF of ADS 

2. Utilisation of RO fund 

3. Full utilisation of thrift/ internal lending/ 

linkage 

4. Micro Credit plan 

5. Disaster Management Army 

6. Snehitha 

 

Points to consider 

No separate urban/ rural PRM. 

Only general PRM 

Allow CMMs to participate in 

the general District PRMs to 

know the programmes 

implemented as part of NRLM, 

state and major decisions taken 

by Kudumbashree 

ADMC(urban) to review the 

progress of Urban programmes 

Training to Member Secretary & 

CPO on NULM; once in 6 

months 


